Board Plan MLM Software
The board plan is otherwise known as the Table Plan or Matrix Cycle Plan. It is well suited for a
limited number of people within a network. In this plan, a group of affiliates works as a team called
Board. This plan affords you the chance to gain from the effort of all other board members. This is
because a specific member is entitled to get a bonus or commission every time a Board/Matrix
Cycle entry is finalised.

How Does the Board Plan Work?
The way how Board MLM Plan works is simple. You, however, have to understand it for you to be
able to maximise it's efficiency. A blank board is usually given to you when you join this Cycle Plan
and is required that you fill in your associates. The commonly used board plan is a 2×2 board plan
in which each member has to recruit two other members. This keeps going until all the positions
on the board are filled. When the number of members exceeds the board limit, it then splits into
two sub-boards. Then the top member is moved to the higher level. This keeps repeating every
time a board reaches the limit of number of members.
The Board plan is limited in both width and depth depending on your choice of a cycle. You might
be allowed sponsorship of just two members on the first level and then with only a depth of two
levels, then you will have a completed matrix of six members and you will be compensated.
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Compensations in Board MLM Software
A few compensation and bonuses make this plan an exciting offer to explore. These bonuses are:

1. Referral Bonus
Each member of this board will receive a referral bonus when sponsors recruit new members or
for the sales done by the downline members.

2. Matching Bonus
This bonus is earned or received by a sponsor when a downline receives bonuses. It comes in
a certain percentage amount as stated in the company rules and policies. Our Board MLM Plan
software enables you to manage and alter the rules to suit any business administrator.
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3. Level Commission
The level commission is usually estimated from the sales carried out by the downline members.
For this reason, the level commission is a better option when the users or sponsors have active
downline members which will eventually enable them to reap quality amount as bonuses.

4. Position Bonus
Members are able to gain bonuses when new members are recruited to the downline. Also, the
position bonus can also refer to the bonus or commission a sponsor gains as a result of the
efforts or achievements of downline members.
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5. Board Completion Bonus
Just like the name, the sponsor will receive a bonus when completing the cycle of the Board
Plan.

6. Cycle commission/ Board Split Commission
This commission is received when a sponsor moves over to another board during the cycle of
the board Plan.

Advantages of Board Plan
There is no limit on the amount of income you can earn in this plan.
It is much easier to manage the members because Board MLM Plan has only less number of
members compared to other compensation plans.
Option of auto splitting of boards
Option of auto promotion of sponsor to higher level
Distributors can expand their business easily and quickly because of the low number of
members in the board. This lets them getting more earnings.
Members are not dependent either on their upline or downline member in this plan.
In this plan, the oldest member will move out from the bucket automatically with increase in
the bucket.
Business becomes active because of the growth rate, and as a result, company also get
benefits.

Why Hybrid MLM for Board MLM plan ?
As HybridMLM is an esteemed MLM software developer, we provide the required features for the
efficient running of any multi-level marketing business with a Board MLM plan. We offer features
such as re-entry, shuffling board, multi board, different placement system, etc, into your system.
We also customize them as per your business requirements.
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